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At the request of the Association for Conservation of National Treasures, the Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center is undertaking joint research on traditional papermaking
centers in East Asian regions. This research is a part of a larger UNESCO project studying
traditional papermaking techniques and the conservation of paper. This paper describes a
database of traditional papermaking centers in Japan. The database includes the entire process of papermaking from the preparation of raw materials to the drying of paper sheets. In
addition, four of the 20 papermaking facilities we have investigated are described (the type
of paper they produce is listed in parentheses): Hasegawa factory (usuminogami) in Mino
(Gifu Prefecture); Uekubo factory (misugami) in Yoshino (Nara Prefecture); Kubota factory
(sekisyu hanshi) in Misumi (Shimane Prefecture); and Hamada factory (tengujo-shi) in Tosa
(Kochi Prefecture). An outline of the activities of the Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology
Center is also presented.
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1. General information on papermaking in Japan
The origin of papermaking in Japan is described in the Nihon Shoki (the Chronicles of Japan).
A Buddhist priest, Damjing, is said to have come from Goguryeo (an ancient Asian kingdom
in the northern and central parts of the Korean Peninsula) and was making high quality papers
in about 610 AD. Although this account suggests Damjing may have introduced papermaking techniques to Japan, the Chronicles do not say that this was the first introduction. Considering the high quality of papers at the time of Damjing, it is now generally considered that
papermaking techniques had already been introduced to Japan.
The early raw materials were mainly hemp or kozo ((Broussonetia papyrifera (L.) l’Hér.
ex Vent.), but other plants were also used for making papers. To make paper at that time, the
fibers were cut short and beaten for a long time so that they would disperse well when suspended in liquid. The beating time varied, but high quality paper required careful preparation.
Progress in papermaking techniques made it possible to produce paper of fine texture
without cutting the raw materials. A vegetable extract was added as a dispersing agent.
Because cutting and beating the fibers were very time-consuming procedures, the use of these
procedures gradually declined with time. Finally, papers were made without cutting the raw
materials as it is done nowadays. Over time, gampi (Wikstroemia sikokiana Franc. & Sav.)
also came to be used as a main raw material in addition to kozo.
In the Meiji period (the latter half of the 19th century), a new papermaking technique was
introduced from the West, machine-made papers. As domestic demand for paper for daily use
expanded, stimulated by the development of the economy through industrialization, handmade papers were still produced in large quantities. At the same time, innovations were
made, such as the use of bigger papermaking molds to improve efficiency in the production
of paper. New raw materials and chemical products such as wood pulp and rosin sizing
agents were also introduced from the West.
In about 1901 (the golden age of papermaking), there were about 68,000 handmadepaper factories. However, with the development of machine-made papers and changing life-

Fig. 1 Number of handmade-paper factories in Japan, 1901–2010
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styles, the demand for handmade papers gradually declined. Currently, only about 200 factories
remain which is a 1/300 of the time of the golden age (Fig. 1).

2. Papermaking database
At the request of the Association for Conservation of National Treasures, the Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center is undertaking joint research on traditional papermaking
centers in East Asia. This research is a part of a UNESCO project on traditional papermaking
techniques and conservation of paper. We have been conducting research in Japan and in
China through 2012. We think this database is an important tool for understanding the papermaking culture in East Asia. At the same time, the database should prove very useful for
people engaged in the restoration of cultural properties.
Papermaking is a long process. It takes at least one week to make paper sheets from the
raw materials. In some cases, such as with bamboo paper produced in China, it takes several
months. Therefore, it was not possible for us to observe the entire process at each facility, but
we interviewed the papermakers to obtain a complete understanding of the materials and processes used. After investigating each papermaking facility, we input all of the collected data
into formatted data sheets (Fig. 2). Data gathered included basic information such as the investigation date, the address of the factory, and the size and history of the factory. Technical information concerning the raw materials and the methods of preparing these materials were also noted.
A summary of the Japanese papermaking centers that we have investigated is given in
Table 1. By 2012, we have visited twenty centers. In this paper, we highlight four papermaking facilities (the type of paper produced is listed in parentheses): Hasegawa factory
(usuminogami) in Mino (Gifu Prefecture); Uekubo factory (misugami) in Yoshino (Nara Pre-

Formatted data sheets
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Fig. 2 Formatted data sheets (continued)
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Table 1 Papermaking centers investigated through 2012
DATE OF
INVESTIGATION

PLACE OF
INVESTIGATION

NAME OF
THE PAPERMAKING FACTORY

NAME OF
THE PAPER PRODUCED

2008/11/21

中国浙江省
Zhejiang, China

袁恒通工房
Yuanhengtong factory

竹紙
chikushi

2009/12/3

中国貴州省
Guizhou, China

貞豊岔河伝統造紙作房
Zhenfeng chahe factory

楮紙
kozoshi

中国貴州省
Guizhou, China

丹寨石橋伝統造紙作房
Danzhai shiqiao factory

楮紙
kozoshi

日本岐阜県
Mino, Gifu, Japan

長谷川和紙工房
Hasegawa factory

薄美濃紙
usuminogami

日本富山県
Toyama, Japan

宮本製紙所
Miyamoto factory

悠久紙
yukyushi

日本石川県
Ishikawa, Japan

斎藤製紙所
Saito factory

加賀奉書紙
kaga hoshoshi

〃

日本石川県
Ishikawa, Japan

加藤和紙工房
Kato factory

加賀雁皮紙
kaga gampishi

〃

日本福井県
Echizen, Fukui, Japan

岩野市兵衛製紙所
Iwano Ichibei factory

越前奉書紙
Echizen hoshoshi

日本奈良県
Nara, Japan

上窪和紙工房
Uekubo factory

美栖紙
misugami

日本奈良県
Nara, Japan

福西和紙本舗
Fukunishi factory

宇陀紙
udagami

2010/4/21

日本高知県
Tosa, Kochi, Japan

尾崎製紙所
Ozaki factory

土佐清張紙
Tosa seichoshi

2010/4/22

日本高知県
Tosa, Kochi, Japan

紙産業技術センター
Kochi prefectural paper technology center

補修紙
hosyushi

日本高知県
Tosa, Kochi, Japan

濱田製紙所
Hamada factory

典具帖紙
tengujo-shi

2010/12/12

日本山口県
Hagi, Yamaguchi, Japan

千々松工房
Chichimatsu factory

徳地和紙
tokuchi washi

2010/12/13

日本島根県
Misumi, Shimane, Japan

石州和紙久保田
Kubota factory

石州半紙
sekisyu hanshi

〃

日本島根県
Misumi, Shimane, Japan

西田和紙工房
Nishida factory

石州半紙
sekisyu hanshi

〃

日本島根県
Misumi, Shimane, Japan

斐伊川和紙工房
Hiikawa factory

斐伊川和紙
hiikawa washi

日本島根県
Izumo, Shimane, Japan

安部信一郎・紀正工房
Abe Shin-ichiro Norimasa factory

出雲民芸紙
izumo mingeishi

〃

日本島根県
Izumo, Shimane, Japan

広瀬和紙製作所
Hirose factory

広瀬和紙
hirose washi

〃

日本岡山県
Tsuyama, Okayama, Japan

上田手漉和紙工場
Ueda factory

横野和紙
yokono washi

〃
2009/12/12
〃
2009/12/13

2010/4/20
〃

〃

2010/12/14
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fecture); Kubota factory (sekisyu hanshi) in Misumi (Shimane Prefecture); and Hamada factory (tengujo-shi) in Tosa (Kochi Prefecture) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Map showing the location of the four papermaking factories in Japan

3. Hasegawa factory (usuminogami)
i
The Hasegawa factory is in Mino in the prefecture of Gifu. In ancient times, Mino was called
Mino-no-kuni (province of Mino), which is why papers made in this region have traditionally
been called minogami (mino paper).
Papermaking in this region has a long history. In Shosoin (a treasure house belonging to
the Todaiji temple), family records dated as early as 702 AD are written on minogami. The
paper used for this family record is considered to have been made in this region, and it is of
higher quality than paper used for family records in other regions. In the Engishiki (book of
laws and regulations, dated 927 AD), Mino is said to have accounted for approximately 20%
of all Japanese paper raw materials at that time, indicating that this region was one of the most
representative papermaking centers in Japan at that time.
The Hasegawa factory produces a thin Japanese paper called usuminogami (thin mino
paper) used as a hada uragami. Hada uragami is the first layer of paper to be applied on the
back of the original paper in the restoration of traditional Japanese paintings. The factory also
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produces mino syoinshi, which is a thick, fine textured kozo paper.
3.1 Raw materials and pulping
In Japan, there are currently two large domestic production centers for kozo: Tosa in the prefecture of Kochi and Nasu in the prefecture of Ibaraki. In comparison with Tosa-kozo, the
fibers of Nasu-kozo are rather short. Papers made from Nasu-kozo have a higher surface
strength than papers from Tosa-kozo, and the papers tend to be stiffer as well. Tosa-kozo and
Nasu-kozo are the same species but thus differ in paper-making properties when grown in the
different locations.
Nasu-kozo is used as the raw material at the Hasegawa factory. The outer part of the bark
is removed leaving only the white bark, which is placed into water. When the bark has softened, it is steamed in water containing 13–15% sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) for one and onehalf to two hours. The material is then allowed to cool and is removed for further processing
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Raw materials after steaming, used at the Hasegawa factory

After being steamed, the raw materials are put in water to remove alkaline products.
Impurities and disfigured parts are removed by hand. The process of removing impurities and
disfigured parts from the raw materials is called chiritori, which can only be done in small
batches. Figure 5 shows a ditch filled with the water in which the impurities are removed at
the factory, and Figure 6 is an old photo illustrating the chiritori process.
After the raw materials have been purified, they are put in a container of water, and a
naginata beater is used to separate the fibers. The beater is so named because the edge of the
beater resembles the shape of a Japanese sword known as a naginata. The naginata beater is
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Fig. 5 Ditch filled with water where impurities are
removed from the steamed and cooled bark
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Fig. 6 An old photo of workers performing chiritori
(removing impurities)

useful for beating and breaking long fibers, such as the kozo fibers. It is said that the naginata
beater was first used by the Gifu Prefectural Paper Technology Center in 1943. In earlier
times, the raw materials were placed on stone and hit repeatedly with a wooden mallet. This
process is quite labor intensive and is no longer practiced except as a special order.
Tororoaoi (Hibiscus
(
manihott L. var manihot) from the prefecture of Ibaraki is used as
mucilage (Fig. 7). It is crushed in water to obtain a viscous liquid, and the liquid is then filtered
as shown in Figure 8. Tororoaoi is harvested between autumn and winter. The factory purchases it at that time, and it is used fresh from about December to approximately March. For
the other seasons, they use prewashed dried tororoaoi.
3.2 Sheet forming and drying
The characteristic sheet-forming technique in this region is yokoyuri (shaking horizontally).
The mold is shaken not only vertically but also horizontally. At the other papermaking centers,
molds are generally shaken only vertically, so the fibers tend be vertically orientated. In Mino,
because the mold is also moved horizontally, the orientation of the fibers is not as consistent.
Table 2 compares the breaking length (km) of papers (both parallel to the fiber direction
and across the fiber direction) for minogami and papers made in other regions. Breaking
length is the length of a strip of paper at which it will split under its own weight if suspended
from one end. We also include the ratio of breaking length of paper parallel to the fiber direction (grain direction) to the length in the cross direction. A larger ratio indicates a smaller
difference between the vertical and horizontal directions. Minogami, in comparison with
papers from other regions, has larger ratios and therefore smaller differences between the
vertical and horizontal directions. Note that the samples minogami A and minogami B were
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Fig. 7 Tororoaoi roots (left: raw root,
right: prewashed and dry root)

Fig. 8 Filtered tororoaoi extract (in the bucket on the left)

made by the same person using the same technique, but they have different breaking lengths
and ratios. These differences indicate that the preparation of the raw materials, the concentration of the pulp in the dipping-vat, the amount of mucilage used, and the weight of the paper
can influence breaking length.
Another characteristic sheet formation technique of this region is chuyuri (shaking in the
air). Chuyuri is the movement of throwing the pulp dipped from in front of the vatman to the
opposite side. Repeated chuyuri thickens the paper. Both yokoyuri and chuyuri are considered
to be efficient techniques to produce paper with a fine texture.

Table 2 Comparison of the breaking length of papers
Sekisyu
hanshi

Echizen
housho

Misugami
usukuchi

Minogami
A

Minogami
B

Raw material

Kozo

Kozo

Kozo + filler

Kozo

Kozo

Breaking length (km) grain direction
Breaking length (km) cross direction
Grain direction/cross direction ratio

10.4
3.77
0.36

8.43
3.73
0.44

4.83
1.77
0.37

9.36
6.79
0.73

11.3
7.2
0.64

Paper
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Fig. 9 Paper drying at Hasegawa

Drying is performed after removing the water from under the press. It is done sheet by
sheet, on horse chestnut boards under the sun (Fig. 9).

4. Uekubo factory (misugami)
i
The Uekubo factory is in Yoshino, Nara Prefecture. The Uekubo factory has a long tradition
of making misugami, which is a kozo paper containing gofun (calcium carbonate). Misugami
was already known in the Medieval period as a thin, soft paper. In the Edo period, it was used
similar to how tissue paper is used today.
For the restoration of Japanese paintings, misugami is used for masu urauchi and is
absolutely necessary for the restoration of Japanese paintings. Masu urauchi is a restoration
process that consists of adding sheets of misugami on the hada uragami to balance the stiffness and the flexibility of the entire painting.
The region of Yoshino is also known as a papermaking center for udagami, a thick kozo
paper containing white clay, which is used as the final layer of paper to be applied on the back
of paintings. Yoshinogami, a very thin kozo paper used to filter Japanese lacquer, is also made
in this region.
4.1 Raw materials and pulping
In the past, a local kozo was used as the raw material for producing misugami, but Tosa-kozo
is currently used. The darker outer parts of the bark are removed and only the white bark is
used. Gofun (calcium carbonate) is obtained from crushed sea shells.
Any impurities and disfigured parts of the fibers are removed using scissors or knives in
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a process known as chirikiri. Because the impurities and disfigured parts are removed at this
time, it is not necessary to do chiritori after the raw materials have been steamed. Steaming
is performed for about two hours in a traditional manner using wood ash.
After being steamed, the raw materials are left as they are for a night. On the following
day, the steamed raw materials are roughly beaten for an hour in a machine, and then beating
is performed manually (Fig. 10). This process is called komauchi in this region, and it is
through this process that the fibers become flexible. Komauchi is performed only for a small
quantity of the fibers, just enough for the day’s papermaking needs. The naginata beater is
not used.

Fig. 10 The manual beating process, Komauchi

4.2 Sheet forming and drying
The pulp is put in a dipping-vat, and stirred by hand. Gofun, which has been dispersed in
water, is added, and the mixture is stirred again. Tororoaoi is used as mucilage.
The mold is just a screen held between the upper and lower frames, and there are no
handles. The vatman dips the mold into the pulp, and shakes it quickly vertically. The mold
is then placed on an inclined board. The upper frame is removed, and excess liquid allowed
to drain out. After being formed, the sheet of moist paper is transferred directly to a drying
board. This very unusual technique is called sufuse and is used only for the sheet forming of
the misugami and yoshinogami produced in this region.
Usually moist sheets of paper are stacked one upon the other, compressed to squeeze out
excess water, and then dried in individual sheets. The compression makes the paper stiffer,
which is why it is avoided in the production of misugami. Applying a sheet of moist paper
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directly to a board from a mold screen is a very delicate task because air can easily penetrate
between the two layers. It is therefore not possible to make large sheets of paper with this
method. Because the paper sheets contain a lot of water, a well-seasoned pine board must be
used for drying, or the board’s resins could migrate into the paper sheets (Fig. 11). The paper
is left on the boards to dry under the sun. During the drying period, air bubbles can appear on
the sheets of paper, but they are crushed with a brush.
The Uekubo factory is efficiently run by a husband and wife team in which the wife is
the vatman and the husband moves the drying boards, crushes the air bubbles, and does other
tasks.

Fig. 11 Pine drying boards at the Uekubo factory

5. Kubota factory (sekisyu hanshi)
i
The Kubota factory produces Sekisyu hanshi in Misumi, Shimane Prefecture. In ancient
times, the town of Misumi was known as Iwami or Sekisyu, and was recorded in the Engishiki
as a papermaking center that provided paper to the government. There are four factories that
produce paper in the area and the raw materials are kozo, mitsumata or gampi.
Among these papers, sekisyu hanshi made from rokubu kozo (60% kozo) is a very strong
paper and is used as the first layer of paper in making fusuma, which is a thick papered sliding
door. In 1969, sekisyu hanshi was designated as an important intangible cultural asset by
Japanese government.
5.1 Raw materials and pulping
Workers at the factory cultivate their own kozo (or use a local kozo) which is used as the raw
material for producing sekisyu hanshi. Figure 12 is a photograph of kozo bark. The outer
darker part is called kurokawa; the green part under the kurokawa is amakawa; and the white
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part is sirokawa, or white bark. For minogami and misugami, only the sirokawa is used.
However, for sekisyu hanshi, the raw material is called rokubu kozo (60% kozo); it is a mix of
sirokawa (40%) and amakawa (60%). Amakawa contains parenchyma cells. Because these cells
help join fibers to other fibers, papers made from rokubu kozo are strong. A photo of amakawa
fibers observed under a microscope is shown in Figure 13. Parenchyma cells are colored yellow
after staining with Stain C. Figure 14 shows the process of removing the outer part of the bark.
After being soaked in water, the raw material is steamed with a sodium carbonate solution for two hours and then left for approximately half a day. Unlike the case at Hasegawa,
alkaline products are not removed. Impurities and disfigured parts of the fibers are removed
using chiritori, which is done in small batches by hand under water (Fig. 15).
The first stage of beating is done manually using a wooden tool, and then a komatsubara
beater is used. The komatsubara beater is typical of this region; it is a type of Holland beater
but without stator. This type of beater seems to have been used since the early 20th century.
5.2 Sheet forming and drying
To the extent possible, local tororoaoi is used as mucilage, but if there is an insufficient local
supply, it is purchased from suppliers in the prefectures of Ibaraki or Saitama. The traditional sheet forming process is composed of kazushi (scooping the pulp), followed by choshi
(moving the mold vertically forwards and backwards resulting in thickening of the paper),
and finally sutemizu (removing excess water and pulp). The fibers are basically oriented
vertically. With this traditional method, the paper tends to be thicker on the side nearest the
vatman. At a nearby factory (the Nishida factory), they shake the mold both vertically and
horizontally.
Sheets of moist paper are stacked one upon the other and compressed to squeeze out
excess water. The stack of sheets is then divided in two, and each of these is compressed
again to squeeze out more water. Drying is performed on wooden boards under the sun or
using a triangular stainless steel dryer.
A strong point of this region is that they cultivate the kozo themselves. A local institution, Sekisyu washi kaikan facilitates the production and sale of the paper, and has encouraged
people to take up new challenges such as the use of mold screens or beaters by providing equipment. The region also has brought young people into the business and taught them the local
papermaker techniques, so this region appears to have well-balanced future in papermaking.

6. Hamada factory (tengujo-shi)
i
The Hamada factory in Tosa, Kochi Prefecture, produces tengujo-shi, an extremely thin kozo
paper. Mr. Sajio Hamada has been designated as a living national treasure of Japan, that is,
an individual certified as a preserver of important intangible cultural properties. And today,
his grandson also makes paper at the factory.
Some tengujo-shi has a density of as low as 6 g/m2, and we can look the other side
through the paper. Tosa is an old name for the prefecture of Kochi. As was the case with
Sekisyu, Tosa is mentioned in the Engishiki as a papermaking center that provided paper to
the government. Papermaking in Kochi became famous in Japan, especially since the Meiji
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Fig. 12 Kozo bark (raw material)

Fig. 13 Kozo fibers (width: 10–30 μm)
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Fig. 14 Workers removing the outer part of the kozo bark with knives

Fig. 15 A worker conducting chiritori (removal of impurities) at the Kubota factory
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period. At that time, Kochi was the largest producer of paper, primarily because of its use of
large papermaking tools, increased production of raw materials, and development of new
products. Tengujo-shi was primarily produced at that time, especially from the Meiji period
to the early Showa period (from the 1920s to the 1950s) because the paper was used for typewriting because of its uniform thinness and softness.
Machine-made tengujo-shi has replaced hand-made tengujo-shi in the restoration of
Japanese paintings as a support paper for consolidating paint layers or for strengthening deteriorated paper documents. Substitute materials, such as Gore-Tex®, are also being used.
6.1 Raw materials and pulping
Only the inner part (sirokawa) of Tosa-kozo is currently used as the raw material. Earlier, a
special species (aka kozo) was used because its fibers are very delicate. The raw material is
soaked in a river and bleached under the sun as shown in Figures 16 to 18 (note that these
photographs were taken 25 years ago). The surface of the raw materials is removed and the
remaining part (hon-zarashi) is used.
The material is steamed for two hours in a lime solution. After steaming, the raw materials are left overnight, then picked up and washed. Impurities are removed using chiritori,
and the materials are then mechanically beaten using a wooden tool.
After the material is beaten, it is further processed using a method known as koburi. The
raw material is put in a colander and washed under the running water to remove parenchyma
and associated cells. This process used to be done in the river as shown in Figure 19, but
today it is performed using a machine as shown in Figure 20. When these cells are removed,
the paper becomes flexible and easy to peel off of a stack of moist papers.

Fig. 16 Soaking of the raw material for tengujo-shi in a river (c.1980)
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Fig. 17 Bleaching of the soaked raw material for tengujo-shi (c.1980)

Fig. 18 Steaming of the soaked and bleached raw material for tengujo-shi (c.1980)
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Fig. 19 The original koburi process conducted in a river (c.1980)

Fig. 20 The machine currently used in the koburi process
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6.2 Sheet forming and drying
Sheet forming is performed on a bamboo screen covered with a layer of sya (silk impregnated
with kakishibu, or persimmon tannin). An abundant amount of tororoaoi is used as mucilage
to create a thick pulp paste. The mold is shaken vigorously to create a homogenous dispersion of the fibers (Fig. 21).
In the past, drying was done both on wooden boards and by steam, but only steam is used
today.

Fig. 21 Sheet forming at the Hamada factory

7. Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center
Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center is a public institution which depends Kochi Prefecture. The center is engaged in the analysis and research of papers and non-woven textiles.
We also conduct research on paper-related cultural properties and produce papers for restoration purposes. Figure 22 shows raw materials in storage and Figure 23 the equipment used
for steaming raw materials at the center.
We have all the necessary instruments and tools for making Japanese papers, including
stampers, beaters, dust removal machines, fune or dipping-vats, molds, drying boards and a
triangular stainless steel dryer. We are the only public center in the world possessing such a
wide range of papermaking tools.
Mr. Eikan Ebuchi has been designated as a holder of the selected conservation technique
by Japanese government for making papers dedicated to the restoration of Japanese cultural
properties. He worked full time at the center for 28 years until he retired in 2011. He is now
working in our center as a part-time staff member. Because the center works in collaboration
with many cultural institutions, Mr. Ebuchi has made many different types of paper that have
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Fig. 22 Storage of raw materials at Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center

Fig. 23 Steaming equipment at Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center
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Fig. 24 Mr. Eikan Ebuchi making paper

been required for the conservation and restoration of Japanese cultural properties (Fig. 24).
We also help various institutions identify fibers through microscopic examination to aid
in conservation and restoration. In 2010, we received more than 250 requests for help in the
identification of the fibers of cultural properties.

8. Observations
It has become increasingly difficult to obtain high quality raw materials because so many of
the people involved in the production of the materials have aged in Japan. People with the
skills to remove the kurokawa and amakawa from bark are also becoming scarce. The example of Sekisyu, where they produce their own raw materials is now quite exceptional. Papermakers who have been purchasing their raw materials will, in the near future, certainly
encounter difficulties in getting those materials. Similarly, the people making and repairing
papermaking tools are getting older. Because there is less demand for handmade paper in
general, papermakers cannot earn a living only by making paper. During our present investigation, we have met many papermakers who are going to discontinue their businesses because
of a lack of successors and the decreasing demand for the paper.
In this circumstance, restorators are becoming the rare customers who desire the particular products provided by traditional Japanese papermakers. This is certainly encouraging
news for papermakers. Even if the papermakers cannot make a living only by producing
papers for the purpose of restoration, cooperation between the papermakers and restorators
will be essential for their mutual long-term existence and prosperity.

